
TMA4267 - Linear Statistical Models 2009

Week 5: Multivariate Normal Distribution

Theoretical excercises

Rencher & Schaalje:

• 4.7

• 4.10

• 4.14

Computer exercises

In this exercise we will use the libraries; MASS, mtvnorm and ellipse, that are

all installed at the Computer lab. If you are not using R at the Computer lab you

have to install the libraries yourself; look at help(install.packages) inside R.

Problem 1: Sampling multivariate normal data

We will look at two different ways of simulating data sets from the multivari-

ate normal distribution (you will learn more about simulation techniques in

TMA4300 Moderne Statistiske Metoder).

Using a library:

We will first use the function mvrnorm that is available from the library MASS.

Start R. To load the library MASS you write library(MASS)

Write search() to check that the library is in the search path (i.e. that it is suc-

cessfully loaded).

If a library is not installed at the system, you may either request it, or install it

locally; do

install.packages("ellipse",lib="~/R/local")
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and then use

library("ellipse",lib="~/R/local")

to load it.

Let

y = Ax (1)

where

x ∼ N (0, I ) (2)

I =

[

1 0

0 1

]

(3)

A =

[

1 a

a 1

]

(4)

a) Find µ= E(y), Σ=Cov(y) and Cor(y).

Simulating with mvrnorm:

Code for doing this (with one specific choice of µ=meanvec and Σ=covarmat):

binorm.sample <- mvrnorm(1000,meanvec,covarmat)

x <- binorm.sample[,1]

y <- binorm.sample[,2]

plot(x,y)

b) Choose different values for a (e.g. a = {−0.9,−1/4,0,1/4,0.9}, and what

happens when a →±∞?), and simulate 1000 observations from the distri-

bution of y and plot the observations.

Estimate the mean vector, covariance matrix and the correlation matrix of

your binormal sample.

Command: mean, cov, cor.

Also make boxplots, histograms and normal-qq-plot for for each variable.

What does a normal-qq-plot show?

Command: plot, boxplot, hist, qqplot, qqline.

Plotting with dmvnorm: We will first look at the function dmvnorm that is available

from the library mvtnorm. To load the library you write library(mvtnorm).
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c) What are the inputs to the function (scalar, vector, matrix?) and the output

from the function?

Plotting with persp: We would like to plot the binormal density in a 3D-

plot. Try the following commands:

x <- seq(-5,5,length=100)

y <- seq(-5,5,length=100)

xymat <- expand.grid(x,y)

z <- matrix(dmvnorm(xymat,mean=meanvec,sigma=covarmat),ncol=100)

persp(x,y,z,theta=10,phi=30,col="lightblue",shade=0.3,expand=0.8)

Use different values for a. Try out different choices of angles theta and

phi in the persp-function.

3d plot can also be done with the rgl library:

library(rgl)

zlim = range(z)

ztemp = z/zlim[2]*10

zlen = zlim[2] - zlim[1] + 1

colorlut = heat.colors(100) # height color lookup table

col = colorlut[ ztemp*10-zlim[1]+1 ]

open3d()

surface3d(x, y, ztemp, color=col,back="lines")

Plotting with the ellipse library: We will now plot contours with equal density

in the binormal distribution using the library(ellipse).

d) Start by plotting the data you simulated in b) with plot(x,y). An equal

density ellipse can be added to the current plot using the command

lines(ellipse(covarmat,centre=meanvec))

The argument level can be given to ellipse, giving the ellipse where

the probability of being inside the ellipse equals this argument (default is

0.95). Plot an ellipse of probability 0.95.

Then we will examine the contour plotted. We know that the ellipse is centered

at the mean (which here is at meanvec), and has axes ±c
√

λi e i , where (λi ,e i )

is an egenvalue, eigenvector pair of the covariance matrix (i = 1, ..., p), and c2 =

χ2
0.05 (since level 0.95 was chosen). (Remember: it is not wise to call a constant

“c” in R, since that will maske the function “c” to make a vector...)

e) Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. Plot the

axes of the ellipse, and check that this is in correspondence with the ellipse

plotted. Also check that the ellipse axes half length is correct.
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eig = eigen(covarmat)

const = sqrt(qchisq(0.95,2))

for (i in 1:2){

lambda = eig$values[i]

e = eig$vectors[,i]

pkt = const*sqrt(lambda)*e

points(c(-pkt[1],pkt[1]),c(-pkt[2],pkt[2]),col=3,pch=20)

lines(c(-pkt[1],pkt[1]),c(-pkt[2],pkt[2]),lwd=2,col=3)

}

See what happens when you change the covariance matrix (it may be eas-

ier to relate to the standard deviations and the correlation). Try covariance

matrices giving negative correlations between the two variables.

Conditional expectation

Let

x ∼ N (0,Σ) (5)

y = x+e (6)

e ∼ N (0,σ2I ) (7)

where I is an n ×n identity matrix and Cov(x,e) = 0.

a) Find an expression for the distribution to

z=

[

x

y

]

(8)

and [x | y].

Realizations from z can be sampled by

n = 100

d = 10

Sigma = exp(-as.matrix(dist(1:n)/d)^2)

sigma = 0.3 # standard deviation

x = mvrnorm(1,rep(0,n),Sigma)

y = x + rnorm(n,0,sigma)

plot(x,type="l")

points(y)

b) Simulate a realization from z, try with different values for d and σ. Exam-

ine the covariance matrix with e.g. image(Sigma).
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The conditional expectation and 2 standard deviation confidence intervals for x

given y can in R be calculated by

condexp = 0 + Sigma%*%solve(Sigma + diag(rep(sigma^2,n)),y-0)

condvar = Sigma - Sigma%*%solve(Sigma + diag(rep(sigma^2,n)),Sigma)

lines(condexp,col=2)

lines(condexp - 2*sqrt(diag(condvar)),col=2,lty=2)

lines(condexp + 2*sqrt(diag(condvar)),col=2,lty=2)

c) Calculate the conditional expectation and 2 standard deviation confidence

intervals. Comment the results.
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